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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 7, 1972
MEMORANDUM FOR:

PATRICK J. BUCHANAN

FROM:

KEN KHACHIGIAN

SUBJECT:

ANAL YSIS OF WHY MCGOVERN LOST

Y-

Attached is a fairly detailed political analysis of why McGovern did not win
in 1972. The reason for this exercise is to offer up the response to the commen
tary which will rraintain that McGovern lost not because of his ideology but
because of himself. 1. e., it will be argued that e x treme liberalism is still
a valid political phenomonon but that McGovern was the wrong candidate to
carry the colors.
There are many ways to respond to this, and I have done so with an analysis
of the many different factor s of the McGovern movement. However, each time
we return to the basic reason: that McGovern was trying to sell an unpopular,
unwanted ideology to the American people.
Eagleton will get a great
tarred way before Eagleton.
albatross around McGovern's
walk out because of Eagleton,

deal of blame from some - - but McGovern was
It began in California where HHH tied the
neck, and we took it from there. Labor didn't
but because of the McGovern platform.

Right on down the line, it is simple to disprove the argument that we
were in a personality contest. Make no mistake about it, the contest was
between drastically differing political philosophies -- and the left got a good
~icking in a f ai r cont e st.
Whether you measure it by polls, the actual results, or by sentiment
in certain areas, McGovern was tied down to the thinking which America
didn't want. Vietnam dovishness, welfarism, isolationism, pacifism,
permissiveness, and a host of other gut issues found McGovern on the far
left -- objectively on the far left.
To say that he ran a bad campaign or that he bungled the Eagleton affair
or that he made too many mistakes misses the fundamental reason for the
rejection of McGovern. The attached trie s to chronicle the McGovern defeat,
and in my judgment, should provide enough for some of our people to move out
to columnists and opinion-makers.
I think the President -- in his post-election
analysis -- should make an important effort to knock down in advance some of
the stories we will see. This memo might give him some ideas in that direction.

Ken Khachigian
November 7, 1972

POLITICAL MEMORANDUM
WHY MCGOVERN LOST

A mas sive effort must be taken after the election to head off the
liberal establishment effort to detract from RN's election victory.

That

effort will take many tacks -- such as RN didn't bring in a Congress; people
voted against McGovern not for Nixon, etc.
will push one line extra hard:

However, the liberal apologists

the defeat was not for the ideas of left-liberal

movement but rather for the bearer of those ideas.
They will argue that liberalism is still viable - - that we still need
busing, and all the other liberal schemes, and that they need only wait until
they get a standard bearer who won't make the same mistakes McGovern did.
The following analysis serves to debunk that viewpoint, and, it Seems to me,
should be put out as much as possible to counter all the opinion contra.

This

memorandum focuses on why McGovern lost -- any analysis of the high points
of the RN victory should be taken up in a separate memorandum.

THE CENTRAL POINT TO MAKE
To those who argue that McGovern had bad strategy and bad tactics and
that he made too many mistakes to run a good campaign, we have one basic
response:

the tactics of the liberal movement are the logical outgrowth of

the liberal ideology.
philosophy.

-That is,

don't blame McGovern p er se, blame the

Elitism, close-mindedness , moral righteousness, viewing

things as good versus evil and the penchant for overstatement are all

P
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fundamentals of the liberal-left political ideology.

If McGovern ran a

bad campaign -- don't blame his strategy because the strategy is the
ideology.

The personal flaws of McGovern were bred of the flaws of his

political philosophy.
Thus, McGovern could change his mind on central issues, and then with
a straight face defend his credibility.

This hurt his standing with the voters,

but being trained in the narrow view as he has, he sees his position only in

V.J moralistic terms,
,~

'fo~

fr
.f I
O'f{

or, as PJB put it, as the true believers.

People rejected the McGovern philosophy pure and simple.

If the questions

his credibility and wishy-washyness arose, it was only because of his

approach to public policy -- one in which he could cut aircraft carriers back C4

J

from 16 to 6 and still maintain with a strai g ht face that this would not affect

the strength of the sixth fleet.

,

fr

~ adicals,

That is the underlying problem with the left

i. e., that the wild things they propose really won't disjoint things

'mportant to citizens or voter blocs.
But there are other things to look at in terms of what McGovern did
wrong, and I'll take them in sequence.
THE PARTY REFORM
It is not for nothing that the Democratic Party reform was promulgated

under the "McGovern Commis sion. "
McGovern.

This is where we undere stimated

Immediately, he saw the potential of the se guideline s - - they

;.;r
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served his purposes perfectly.

The reforms broug ht precisely those

people into the proc e s s who would directly further his candidacy.

Moreover,

it was only McGovern at that point w ho saw that the complexity of the rules

would be baffling to those w ho did not know them, and he hired the fellow

--

w ho knew the rule s be st to be his delegate counter - - Rick Stearns.
His opponents did not see soon enough the potential of having a tight
solid base which could bring victory in a field of many candidates.

Therefore,

McGovern moved quickly to pre-empt the party's left w ing, and knowing
that and with tight organization and his left flank protected, he could con
ceivably get the nomination.

To that exte nt the lib e ral-left issues were

winners for McGovern in the early stages of the game.

If

~

PRIMARIES
McGovern made it through the primarie s with skill, luck, and, later,
with a little help from his friends in the media.

New Hampshire was a

Muskie disaster, and McGovern was clever in making his loss out to be a
victory.

McGovern's first score.

McGovern was w iped out in Florida in

what should hav e been the first test of the McGovern political philosophy -
but it was not reported that way.
to win Florida.

It was said that McGovern never expected

Nevertheless, his views on gutting the space program,

support for massive busing, and a few other positions surely w ere important
in the Florida defeat.
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Next carne Illinois where McGovern wisely worked more on getting a
foothold while avoiding a direct test with Muskie.

This strategy -- a good

one - - brought him to Wisconsin which he targeted from the beginning as
his strongest state with the yough-lust and an excellent organization.

There

the tight-knit support for his radicalism and an excellent youth turnout gave
him a victory.

Moreover, the Republicans helped by crossing over for

McGovern and Wallace.

If only Democrats had voted, HHH would have won.

Yet Wisconsin was the key for McGovern and most importantly it knocked
Lindsay out and gave McG an unexposed left flank.
From Wisconsin on, it was not very difficult for McG.

He took Rhode

Island because there was only about a 10% Democrat turnout -- and the tight
organization, getting the liberals and doves out, did it again.

Then carne

Massachusetts and Pennsylvania with Muskie mercilessly caught in between
HHH and McG.

By this time the press was necking in the back seat with

McGovern, and Massachusetts was a cinch while HHH kept Muskie at bay in
Pa.

Again, the organization also went to work in Pa. to pick up some

delegates -- what proved to be a good strategy for McG; he nickel-dimed
his opposition.

Throughout, McGovern was assisted by low voter turnouts

coupled with his zealots going to the polls in droves.

April 25th served to

put Muskie over the side -- a hapless victim on a fast track.
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Through Ohio, Indiana, Tennessee, and North Carolina, in my
judgment, the press effectively protected McGovern.

He didn't do real well

in any of these states -- except Ohio -- yet they only said it was because
he didn It try.

Yet, by then they should have known that the McGovern

ideology was like death in those states.

Moreover, in Ohio he was basking

in the media glow which did not mention his radical positions at all, but
rather how he represented "the alienated and discontented.

II

That left

McG free to use his excellent TV spots to bilk the voters of their support.
They only saw a nice guy on the tube, not a radical.
Nebraska was the beginning of the end for McGovern.

For the first

time, his opposition began to hammer effectively at the McGovern leftism.
Abortion, amnesty, pot, welfare and defense all became problems.

It was

too late for HHH to have much of an impact, but the seeds were planted.
The threat that Offutt Air Base in Omaha would be closed by McGovern was
the first big hit.
By this time in Oregon and California, McG had the only effective
organization and a huge public relations advantage.
~

The media was busy

explaining why they were wrong about the early primaries, and in deference to

'" I

rI

MeG were giving him every break possible .

Michi g an and Ma<'y~ were

in between, but McG avoided media setbacks because the W allace shooting
knocked everything else off the front page.

Yet those two states were another

hint that McGovern represented the wrong side of the political spectrum.
That story was lost in the Wallace tragedy.
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By the time McGovern got out to the West Coast, the re gular
Democrats found out that the y were in the process of being had by McGovern.
But it was too late.

The Dem party had been infiltrated by the McGovern

guerillas, and there was no time for pacification. (Maybe the fact that
McGovern seemed to think more of the Communists in Vietnam than
their opponents colored his political strategy: he was the Viet Cong of
the Democratic party).
Thus, McGovern won the California, South Dakota, New Mexico and
New Jersey primaries all on the same day -- a tribute to irreversible
momentum.
whole thing II

(As McGovern said that night:
-

-

"I can't believe I won the

neither could his fellow Democrats who probably swore

that night that they would do anything to try to stop him.)

But Califor nia

was the true turnin g point in the 1972 pre sidential campaign and it turned
on issues, not on McGovern's personality or bad tactics.
McGovern saw a 20 point lead in the polls drop to 40/0.
devastated by the HHH one-man shredding machine .

In short, he was

The issues caught

up with him, and HHH was able to articulate them in his hammering
staccato fashion as no other figure in American politics could do.

Those

three national debates -- which could not be filtered by the writing press
or Frank Reynolds and his gang - -, were the real Waterloo for McGovern.
Vast attention was given to the welfare plan, the defense plan, the Vietnam
bug-out, the fact that McGovern had voted against Jewish interests.

HHH
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was vicious and relentle s s and he did for us what we could have never done
for ourselves.

Moreover, he did to McG what Rockefeller did to Goldwater:

he labelled McGovern.
Luckily for McG the next primary was New York, and he couldn 1t lose
it because there was no preferential vote -- only delegate selection.

Thus,

the small left-wing delegate machine moved on, aided and abetted by only
a little over a 10% voter turnout.

THE MEDIA IN THIS PERIOD
McGovern got more than his share of breaks from the press in the
early days.

They covered for his radical positions by writing tons of

essays on populism and anti-politicians and alienated voters.
McGovern l s staff was being given the kid-glove treatment.
on the McG 11wunderkinder.

I,

Moreover,

Storie s followed

Caddell {whose poll information has been so

spectacularly bad, yet universally praised} was made out to be Gallup and
Harris rolled into one.

Stearns, Grandmaison and Pokorny (who Sidey

eulogized with the prairie sod in his ears) were "master strategists"
and oh so yo ung!

Mankiewicz was quoted from coast to coast - - the

man with the quick wit and fast repartee {in my opinion Mankiewicz is
an absolute political lightw<:!ight who covered up with a quick wit - - he gave
monumentally bad advice}.
These "kids" began to believe their press clippings and probably thought
it was a good time to screw the old-liners.

I would guess that the boys in
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the clubhouse didn1t appreciate either their treatment or the stories they
read about the "kids." Their duty was to win elections and not worry about
ideology.

The McG people believed that winning elections was a part of

the ideology -- that the two were intertwined, and that their radicalism was
the wave of the future.

But give the devil his due - - the organization worked

well and played the delegates and the convention states like violins.

THE CONVENTION
The Convention also had to be quite harmful to McGovern.

By this time

McGovern was tarred on the issues, but it was too late to stop him - - he really
had it wrapped up after Califar nia.

Nevertheless, the leftism was fully

exposed on national television, and the shock for some probably has not
yet worn off.

The spectacle of the abortion people, the libber s and the

homosexuals was too much.

McGovern was seen, finally, to be the radical

that his positions made him out to be, and this hurt.
Then carne the compromises -- putting the abortion, women1s lib, and
other minority planks over the side - - along with George Wiley and Gloria
Steinem.
resist.

It was time to kis s and make up with Daley, though Daley would
But the sum total was a picture of just another politician, one who

would make deals to win and comprose his principles -- or at least certain
principles.
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But McGovern walked out of that convention a radical.

For all

intents and purposes he could not escape that label through November.
It was not because of mistakes in his strategy or flaws in his tactics and
it was not George McGovern the man or personality.

It was his position

on the political spectrum - - he was on the left, and he believed in his ways.

EAGLETON
I think the death blow was already delivered before the Eagleton
affair.

It only confirmed everything which had already been building

up against McGovern.

Those who argue that Eagleton was the turning

point don't know what they're talking about.

Eagleton was extremely impor

tant in terms of harming McGovern's credibility and trust.

But even before

Eagleton the seeds were planted -- Eagleton merely made it harder for
McGovern.

Without the Eagleton affair, McGovern would have still been

weighted by his positions.
Blaming the Eagleton affair will be a liberal cop-out and a McGovern
staff cop-out.

Eagleton did not make McGovern lose a 20 point lead in the

California balloting.

We have got to stop the myth of the Eagleton thing before

history writes that it was this and onlyihis which cost McG his crack at the
Presidency.

It just ain't true.

There was a Gallup after the Dem convention

and before Eagleton which saw RN gaining three points.
already on the way down.

McGovern was
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RADICALISM -- THE FATAL FLAW
Hubert Humphrey was always thought to be a radical.
ideas, like McGovern.

He had radical

But the people around HHH were not radical.

He had

pols all around him -- cigar-chomping boys who prowled the back rooms.
McGovern was surrounded by radicals - - all those damn hippy kids and free
love adherents, etc.

McGovern's politics were caught up in the culture of

the "movement" and only made his radicalism seem worse.
These were not flaws of the man or his tactics -- again, they were basic
defects of the radical liberal movement.

McGovern though that the kooky

people around him were logical extensions of his new politics, of the corning
horne of America, and of the revolutionary basis of his candidacy.

I would

think that McGovern never did see what was wrong in saying that Henry
Wallace was still "right, " that the Soviets would treat him as a "friend"
and not test him; or question why the Rubin and Hoffman endorsements were
bad.
His friends -- Galbraith, Schlesinger, Steinem, et al. -- all carne from
the closed club of liberal intelligentsia which saw the historical movement
through its own narrow vision.

These were not casual campaign mistakes,

they were the most profound of judgmental errors.

McGovern misread the

mood of the country and refused to admit it bec a use liber al intellectuals
always think they have a monopoly on wisdom.

(I'm quite serious about

this -- I never knew a liberal college professor who was otherwise, and
:t-AcG is a former college professor)
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THE CAMPAIGN
The campaign itself was marred by the same fundamental flaws
of ideology.

I don It believe at all that it was a tactical error for McGovern

to campaign in the early days on Vietnam and some of the most leftish
positions.

I think he believed that his surrender policy in Vietnam (he

was actually to the left of the Viet Cong in his proposals) was the right
position and probably the politically expedient position.

The income redis

tribution plan and some of the other way-out ideas were still in his speeches
in early September, although not explicitly.

And throughout, there was

Vietnam, where McGovern grew to higher reaches of sell-out.

He dumped

his $1000 -per -per son plan for a $4000 -per -four -persons plan and gave out
detailed explanations of how this would work.
Basically, I don't think that McGovern forsaked his radicalism.
simply tried to make it sound not all that bad in the campaign.

He

Sure, he made

some stupid mistakes, but the singular mistake was the...bWef that b e c.P-l.Jld...
sell to the steelworker in the fall what he spoonfed to the s tudents in the
winter -- a disrespected political philosophy.
Finally, the McGovern campaign ta c tics and language were clas sic s
in New Left politics.

The pure smear, the overstatement, the disruption,

the Hitler analogy, the fostering of discord and the planting of fears -
all permeate the liberal ideology.

When liberals disagree, the first charge
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they make is "fascist" or "Hitler.

II

It is reflexive.

It is the form book

liberal tactic -- to many liberal politicians, the ideology imbues the
form - - the substance is the form.

And in the end you cannot fault

McGovern for his tactics without really faulting his ideological base.

NOTES

It might be said that McGovern lost the election because of the way
he won the nomination.

He sold his soul to the left and had little

inclination to seek salvation.

That massive political error cannot be

laid alone to ineptitude -- it is no less than a major misreading of
American values and the cultural ethos of our country.
The

olls showed over and over again that the public

"runnin g down

Amerj ~a... "

~
~
re sented McGovern

And while Haynes Johnson traveled the country

talking about alienation, he missed the fact that Americans are basically at
peace with themselves, satisfied with their lives, and optimistic about the
future.

What he saw was good old American skepticism -- the "show me"

attitude -- and he mistook it for a penetrating anomie and social listlessness,
Not only did the polls show McGovern misreading the country's mood,
they also showed that McGovern misread the public's perception of the
correct position on the issues.

Harris found out in the summer that the

President had the preferable position on 15 out of 16 issues.

This shows an

unusually high perception of McGovern's radical views -- moreover, this was
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a huge jump over the period in the primarie s where McGovern was viewed as
benign.

This confirm s that McGovern was hurt deeply by HHH's efforts in

California and that that was the most harmful point in the McGovern candidacy.
It was not that McGovern played the wrong strings -- he was playing the

tuba in a string orchestra.

He was out of syncopation; out of tune; and blaring

fortissimo while the public wanted pianissimo.
In a nutshell, McGovern was wrong from the start.

His radical politics

took a good shellacking from the Ameri can public - - a de served repudiation
of alien ideas.

Let's not blame it on his political amateur standing -

after all, he did some quite intelligent politicking at times - - let's put
the blame where it belongs:

on the elitist, leftward movement in America

which was born of Kennedy, raised in the Great Society and cut down by
the grocer's son who saw the excesses and called 'ern like he saw 'ern.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 4, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR:

MR. H A LDEMAN

'-'0'
-

I

{ /i

FROM:

KEN KHACHIGIAN

SUBJECT:

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNING

G . . -:/'-

From the vanta g e point of having tracked the opposition activities
more closely than most observers, I am submitting these thoughts
as to what's ahead for us w hen the President takes to the hustings.
I am convinced that the extent of th e victory on November 7 -
or even whether that victory will be of histori c landslide proportions
will be det e rmined almost solely by the Pre sidential tone in the last
three w eeks of the campai g n. If the returns coming in fro m the
Ne w Y ork 7 Californ i a SWIng mean anythm g, It i s that the a nti -McGov ern
line, coming from the President , ma y be counterproductive.
We all know that there exists in the media a great deal more
tolerance for the rhetorical excesses coming out of the Democrats.
There is nothing approaching a g roundswell of editorial comment and
subtle television reportage which atta c hes the labels "divisive" or
" po l ar i z ing" on the opposition ticket. It comes out more like "h a rd
hitting" and "spirited."
I regret to say that we must live with this double standard for the
remainder of the campaign. I do not think there is anything we can
do to prevent it. The question is how to de a l w ith it in terms of
Pre sidential tone.
The wonder of t e levision is that it can belie any editorial comment
or criticism. For e x ample, if, on the tube, the President is lofty,
spirit ed, and u plifti n g, it ~ s d ifficult for the commentators to n;.a f< e
the public think diffe rently. If Dan R ather sa y s R N wa s " h ar s h" or
" strident " and the t e levision image ; 5 Q hj Gc;t~y po j- bar.s.h.. the n
Rather b as b e e n e ffe c tiv e l y r e butted. The v oters are not damn fools
in thi s resp e ct.
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What will hurt is when the President takes to the attack -- say,
per the Cassie Mackin report of last week -- and gets a label hung
around him by the Rathers and Jarriels. If the ima e c o nfi rms th e
commentary, I fear we lose points.
Consequently, if the label is effectively pinned on RN that he is
divisive and polarizing, we will have handed George McG o vern one
of his most potent campaign issues. I believe this will be as central
an is sue as anything else in the campaign. The fact that McGovern has
picked up his personal attacks more decisively this week is proof positi v e
that the Democrats think they have the right combination.
The one thing that we cannot afford to do in the last three weeks of
the campaign is to allow McGovern to make RN t he cam ai n issue .
He is desperately trying to do this and will probe for an opening. One
of the basic components of the landslide margin in the current polls
is, of course, the overwhelming support from Democrats. Ab o u t a
third of this is "soft" support, and man y of these Democrats will be
searching for a reas o n not t o vote for RN. M c G overn will try to
gi ve them as many reasons as possible -- the basic one which will be
" ou cannot trust h im ; h e 1 S f n c ky , pohtical7'" etc. Let's not ive
t~ he opening.

I

~

II

It is interesting that we have come full circle from the time of the
primarie s. McGovern was the white Knight, anti -politician. RN was
the quinte s sential politician. Now, according to all polls, McGovern
skidded because he turns out to be just another politician while RN is
perceived as statesmanlike and Presidential -- a man you coul"dTr ust.
But it is important to remember t h a t i1 fh e pub lic was volatil e enoug h
to switch guickly h'om McGovern to RN on the "politician" issue, it
can just as quickly switch back in a pendulum swing.

That will be McGovern's secret weapon -- try to rehabilitate him
self as an anti-politician (he began that Monday) and when RN comes out
on the stump, put the politician label on him as rapidly as possible.
With the media I s help, that could be done in a matter of days.
Weare no~ inevitably .locked into this scenario. Again, it is my
opinion that the public will not buy the politician label for RN if, in
fact, there is little in his image and tone which projects "politics. "
W-e c;.an.1 rustrate the media on this a cc oun t. And let us remem Be r,
too, t11at once RN is out can1 Rai g nin g , the press ma y com p lain about
his lack of discuss i on o f t h e issues, but that char e is one which won't
~a ke a amn bit of di fference . If R N is talkin g about what w e perc e iv e
faD e im pm'"tanl: to the voting public, then w e should not be bound by what
the gurus of the pr e s s think should be said.
~t....

,'....

~"

.....

~

~

~

~
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This brings me to the more crucial part of the analysis. If
there are certain things the President should not do, what, in fact,
should be the tone and content of his campaign effort?
Fir st, I don't believe t hat t he Pr e s i d ent sho}] ld WQa~~-w;..;,;w;or1{-liit.
the attack material, and if s o , o nly by stron g, positive RN counter
po sitions . If we are doin g our job ri ht on the staff level, we ca
get tne attac stuf out.
a far, I think, without a doubt, we have
succeeded in han ing some uncomfortable labels on McGovern. H i s
efforts to wiggle off the fishhook are proof that we have hit a nerve.
More ove r . t he p olls confi rm that M c G o vern is t a rred with the r <;3ical
label. The job from the Vice -Pre_s idential level on down is to k ee p
that record of radicalism out front. I don't d oubt o u r a b i lity t o do t hat.
But the Presidential level should be altogether different. I
frankly think the President need not even concern himself with pointing
out the radicalsim in the opposition camp. I say this, not because I
think it is unfair for a President to do this, but because RN gets unfair
treatment when he does it. If RN did so, the focus then comes back to
RNls tactics" rather than to the record we want to surface to the public.
Instead, there are a number of things the President can do as he
campaigns to keep Republican spirits high, prevent too much Democra
tic party slippage, and, in gener aI, go into election eve with the
feeling that a posture has been presented to the American public which
maintains its confidence in t he stewardship of RN.
(1) In my judgment, one of the central issues of this campai g n is
A mer i ca of RN versus t h e " corrupt" A merica o f M c G ov e r r;..
I think Mc G ovJ? rn h aB b e ep ahs.ol.utel y stup id in the way he has been seen
to side with those who tear America down. The best way to exp l o it
thI S is f r om th e I20siti y e s id e o f R 11 S belief in a g ood c ountr y . I know
this has been a thematic favorite of the Presidentls, but I think it needs
to be developed as a more comprehensive slice of the pie we are
presenting this year.

th~ " good

You saw the Yankelovich results in TIME which said that McGovern's
biggest miscalculation wa'S on the depth of bitterness and dissatisfaction
among the voters. And 75% of those sampled said that they were sick
and tired of h e a rin g p e o p le a ttac k m e rican va l u e s .
d on
s i mply a few paragraphs on Am e rica being a g ood country, but a full
speech should be d eve I ope d on tnis sub j ect, and I would think that I t be
one o f1h:e lYst e ive red.

I
I

'l
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The best contrast of the campaign will be the bitchy; GeAkgt!
McGovern with his whinin , whimpering, crybaby attitude match e d
against the s t rong confide n ce of
The people of America are not
basically mean-minded and sour, but are, instead, people who respond
to lift and optimism. McGovern erred in trying to harvest the bitter
fruit when in fact there is, as the polls universally show, an almost
serene satisfaction with the way things are. The desire is for change,
sure, but, damn-it-all, change which pl a y s o n the g oodnes s of America,
not that wh ic h craps all over it s ~tit..u.ti..f;;lns.

I

(2) The President should develop, or ask to have developed for
him, some basic lines which respond with calculated indignation to some
of the pure bull that McGovern is throwing around. This is a chance
for RN to take the extremely important underdog role -- an effective
role I believe. I a m refer rin g t o s uc h..thin g s as the Hitle.r glJ.Q.t.! ~ e
"b a rbarism II i n Vietnam, the charge that he's lied about POW s, etc.
A healthy dose of modulated anger would be good for the electorate
and good for RN. For example, he might say: liMy friends, I have
served as your President for nearly four years, and I am not about to
sit back and be compared to Adolph Hitler. It is a tribute to free speech
that candidates can make such charges, but it is not a tribute to the
political process to have the world watch the President of the United
States equated with the mo st hated dictator of our t ime. II A numb E}.J;. of
lines roughly like th at would be effectixe
. e.

I

Note: if any more anti-war hecklers become a visible problem
and can be seen and heard on television, the President might effectively
say: iiI tAink t h e Am e ric a n p ea Ie are tired of being called murderous
and war-mon ers. You have the right to question our policy, but don't
you for one minute t r y to im p u gn the moti v es or the m o r a It y; of t he
citi zens of o u r countr y; II He.r
R .t:I defends the public.

l

(3) One effective point is to rebut the moralism of George McGovern.
This should be done by pointing out that no one has a monopoly on
morality, and that it doesn't help the political process for the opposition
candidate to suggest that only what he thinks is right and what everybody
else thinks is wrong. RN might say that he may not agree with some
one, but that he doesn't try to act morally superior or hide behind a
shield of rectitude.
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This point has turn ed up in a number of columns -- namely,
reporter s ..confe s sing chag rin at McGovern I s pious mor ality. RN
needs to make the point as well.
(4) It may sound incon g ruous, but I believe that RN must a ddre ss
an all-black audience dur i n g th e campaign. Charles Bartlett had an
exce ent co umn pointin g out t.h .a McGover r...has t ak e n the .b.la c ~or
grant e d i n a subtle a ttem t to et white working cl as s Demo c r a ts
back into the fold. RN addressing a black audience w ill have several
effects. It will get excellent play and emphasize he is the President
of all the people. If tuned to the black middle class -- rather than the
"We Shall Overcome'1 overblown rhetoric of LBJ - - it can get vote s,
es .~ cially if RN oes ri ht to the heart of the matter of those who
denigrate blacks b y lumping them together as all poor, ignorant, etc.
It would also probably send McGovern scurrying to patch u,8 thina s with
the blacks and cause him, .eerh ~ s, to overreac_t an~ line hims e lf up
with a p olitical p os_ture whic won't h.eLp him
Finally, it would
exploit the frustration in the bl ack leadership at being taken for
granted by the Democrats and promote the emphasis that RN has done
more for minority advancement than any other President.
(5) One of the things that keeps turning up in voter surveys In terms
of dissatisfaction with McGover n is the fact that he is changing his tune
on everything and promising something for everybody. It look s l i k e -
and is - - cras s expediency. It also confirm s that McGovern is not anti
politician, but ure politici a n. RN can a d vance hi s cauSe 5 y m aKIng a
vi r t u e of th e fact th a t p r omises have not been w iidt~died about in
his administr ation, and the reason for the turb_ulent 60 I S (a subtle
reminder of what we had in those years) was the overblown rhetoric
which could not be delivered in programs. This will posture RN as
the one who is not the expedient politician who promises all things to
all men. "We did not make promises we could not keep." In the
Haynes Johnson survey, here is what an ethnic Democrat, who retired
early because he was unemployed, and voted for McGovern in the primary,
said: "Now I think he's (McG) more two -faced, like trying to tell people
he I s going to help them get jobs. They all like to do the promise s, but
he's gone beyond most of them, whereas Nixon knows what we Ive got
to do. "

I

(6) Hold the hands of D e mocrat defectors by telling audience s that
what we have dom;.i n fOIei&!1..J2olic is tlLe s.ame thing.. l FK et al
uld
have done.
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(7) Emphasize domestic stability and the sense of pride and

respect America now has for itself. McGoo is on the wrong side
of the issue if he continues to thin k Americans hate themselves .
(8 ) When emphasizing the international turnaround - - cite thing s
li ke: who wou ld think that not only America, but Japan would b e
t a lkin g to China; East Germany with West Germany; North Korea with
South Korea. The great sense of quietude and stability is like calamine
lotion on chickenpox. Who was ever ashamed of serenity and goodwill?
(9) Do not underestimate how McGovern so effectively- uses
attacks on himself. It's not for
he aet s el ected in S outh
Dako ta. Here is what one of his close friends says: "There's
nothing G eorge likes better than to have them attack him as dislo~l.
Then he can get out his American Le ion ca and dust off his Di ~in
guished Fl ying Cros sand reall take them on." George has already
done thi s, and you can be sure he's lusting for RN to even hint at his
loyalty. This is wh I belie ve R N must le ave the attack to o thers.

ri

(10) For God sake, let the word go out to all staff that the small es t
mistake of judgment could foul everything. In 196 8 the media played
the innocuous mutual fund letter to a fair -thee -well. Let I s not get
n e r vous about things. Our opponents w ill desperately search for
anything by w hich they can pin a ll the clich~c::. labels on us - - for
once , let's protect RN from his friends. Let's also maintain our
cool about McGovern's crowds. Goldwater had much better crowds
t h an LBJ, and in 1960, JFK was mobbed in Ohio and RN was mobbed

~~ 11_i_n_A.::;t=1=a=.,n_t a

-- neither carried the state in which he was mo b bed.C
are not aefe rminative of momentum,

rowds

TH E WHITE HO U SE
WASHINGTON

June 9, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR:

PATRICK J. BUCHANAN

FROM:

KEN KHACHIGIAN

'0,

At the risk of being repetitive, let me be a bit more explicit
concerning my thinking that the word to tar McGove rn is "extremist "
and not "r adic al. II
"Radical" seems to be losing its connotation. It didn't help us
a w hole lot in 1970, and it has become somewhat fashionable to be
"radical. II Look at it this way; McGo vern is asked if he is radical.
He responds: "If it's radical to ge t poor people a fair share of the
eno r m ou s e conom ic w ealth i n Amenc a, then I p l ead guilty to being
a radical. "
McGovern doesn't look like a radical -- with his $200 §JJits,
his modish styling, his Gucci ties, sideburns no longer than most,
rei atively short hair -- this coup led with the fact th at bj s to pe j s
rarel y anarchic but mor e like the New York Life agent. He looks
like a Paul Harvey without the silver tongue.
Finally, the "extremist" label is much better because it can't
be turned around to his advantage. "If cutting bloated defense budgets
is extremism, I plead guilty." That wouldn't fly at all. Barry tried
to reverse the extremism thing, but it got him further into the
quicksand. The same will happen to McGo ve rn -- to deny the
"e x tre mi st" l a b e l i s to giv e it credibility. Moreover, one doesn't
have to look like an extremist to be one. Goldwater was the most
solid-looking guy you could think of -- a square-jawed all-American
yet it stuck with him; the same for George. And with a p olo g ies to
Barry , the extremist tag is not cold to the memor y of 1964 and giving
it to McGovern as g ood as he g ave it to B a rry is g oing to have somewhat
the same effect - - though p erhaps not as well.
In short, can we eventually get the word to higher ups that "radical
is thru in '7211 and that "extremism has clout to keep George out?"

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 12, 1972

ADMINISTRATIVEL Y CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

PATRICK J. BUCHANAN

FROM:

KENNETH L. KHACHIGIAN

SUBJECT:

ATTACK STRATEGY

If we seem to be flailing about while George McGovern appears
to score political points against us, it's true. While we shouldn't
overestimate the amount of political bulls-eyes McGovern has
scored in the past 10 days, we should consider just what we need
to do in the next eight weeks to prevent him from scoring too many
more.

The first problem is that we are generally on the counterattack
against issues which McGovern raises first, and he has raised
those issues because they are his issues.
There are two approaches
here: (1) There are some things we have to answer -- I think by
and lar ge, the Butz response on the grain deal has been o. k. We
can't let McGovern get away with totally irresponsible charges and
to put McGovern into a spitting contest with Butz is o. k. by me.
That gets him off other issues. (2) However, there are some issues
we just don't need to answer, and we shouldn't. We should never
counterattack unless we can turn the counterattack into an offensive
plus for us.

TIMING
Weare presently sprea,ding ourselves too thin. We have shoved
out statements over the last few days like they were going out of style.
On occasion, we get in the way of our own stories. This is bad pre
cedent and should be stopped. We need to focus on big issues or big
stories. One story per day is sufficient.
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Our sense of timing goes right along with spreading ourselves
too thin. For example, the Chayes thing has gotten us nowhere
in 8 days. One of the most remarkable stories to come down, and
we can't do anything with it. Here is also where the problem of doing
too much comes in. We moved on the Chayes story, and then the
next day we picked up with something else -- losing the urgency of the
Chayes story and thus losing the story. I am not sure we can resurrect
it.

SPOKESMEN
While McGovern is making news every day because he is on the
road, we have, in the last week or so, tried to counterattack using
low-level spokesmen. This is not to criticize Dole, MacGregor
and some of the Cabinet types; it is a simple matter of who gets
news space in the media. Some do and some don't o Dole is spread
so thin he is not likely to make national news very often. MacGregor
can make n a tional news . but the y se em to call p ress conferences
only t o h a r p on the Water gat e +b ip g.

Il

Fundamentally, the problem with our attack is a problem of using
newsmakers to make news on some of our best and biggest issues.
For example, while we have been piddling around with a number
of things, we aren't movin g out such lines as the quote on 10 Edg a r
Hoover,s death . We ar e no t moyj n O' p p t biB j r Tf; §p gnsj h le ~~ rL:~: ~
r hetoric . We aren ' t moving out some of the mor e e gr e gio~;0';;;pie s
of how McGovern is fiim - flamming the voters and the D
Part y.
ere ar e no 11ml. s on these .

I

Thus, we need, in the next three weeks and before, to have our
national spokesmen, every thr ee or four d gvB mmce with a p e L
major speech knocking h e ll out of M c Gove r n . and just as he begins
to get one charge answered we come at him a
·
.
rge.
o cke f e lle r R ea an, Rogers and the Veep are those
w ho come to m jnd . We should use Rogers an
au spanng y but
they should be used -- so what if partisanship is charged? It was
charged three weeks ago and we jumped like hell in the pollso It is
a meaningles s charge in pol'itical Washington. The only reason they
should be used sparingly on a national level is to maintain their
newsworthiness.
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ISSUES

III

The is sue s we use are wrapped right into everything else
I have mentioned above. N ow! it is m y under Han di ng th at 17 Ql
wants to foc u s on fo u r b i g i ss u e s. That 's a lo t o f n on se ns e. Th e re
are probably about 50 issues in t h is campajgn
Fo r th e Pr e sj d e p t
th e r e a r e only ab o ut thre e or four issues, but for surrogates and
attack spokesmen, there are dozens of issue s. McGovern I s record
is rife with the wreckage of wild and irresponsible statements.
Why should we limit ourselves on what we want to tie around his
neck? Sure, we can focus on some gut issues the purpose of which
is to coincide with voter attitudes. But we have another purpose as
well: t o eng ende r the general o p inion that t h i s guy j s a f a r - gll t ,
out-of-th e -mainstre a m candi date who s e e levation t o the Pr eSi dency
would be at worst a d isaste r and at b e s t an e mba r r a ssm e nt, W e
can do t hi s w ithout b e ing stricient.

1£ we don't start on some of these issues as soon as possible, we
are going to be out of time and open to the charge of last-minute
desperation tactics. For example, I have been urging for six weeks
that a major figure in the Republican ranks has got to pick a good
forum and layout, point by point, the McGovern rhetoric, the appeal
to fear, the smear tactics, the divisiveness, etc. I would guess that
within ten days, McGovern will be touring the country saying he is
going to heal the nation while Nixon divides. He is just dying to set
the stage for another tricky-Dick campaign. It seems to me that we
need to beat him to the punch, and one way of doing it is to move out
the McGovern rhetoric.
One other thing we need to start doing in the same vein. As of
now, we write something up, such as, "McGovern's not credible, II
and expect people to swallow it. What need s to b e d one is to laun c h
this issue with a m ajo r s p ee ch , given all t h e P . R . sup po r t of 17 01.
laying out in a g oni zi ng detail just why McGovern isn't credible . Then
w e can i81I 6W up 1P t h e next f our to E ve d ays with all kinds of short
statements. We have to lay the foundation for an issue before we can
make any headway with it.
This is why I emphasize the need to move out issues with big name
speakers and a lot of fanfare. Then it becomes easy to have the other
spokesmen just keep hammering away after the stage has been set.
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Frankly, I feel my time is wasted producing so-called
"talking point s " which have about as much impact as a raindrop
in a sandstorm. We should direct our efforts and direct them
wisely. As of now we are using the blunderbuss in preference to the
rifle shot, and it doesn't seem to be working.

PLANNING FOR THE NEXT EIGHT WEEKS
First of all, if we are to follow Eisenhower's advice, let's
not even listen to anybody who puts out a set plan which is to be
followed for one week and then the next. Let's use our ~ olitical
senses to see how the winds are g oing and then engage in planning.
We should not get locked into anything. Things will change as
time goes and we want to keep our own strategy updated according
to changing events.
Neve rthethe l e s s ! we still want to be able to control the
political events as much as pos sib l e. T hat is why we should begin
t hinking about who is going to sa y what for the next few da y s and
when w e ar e epjpa t o uplea sh s o me Of OPT hjS gJ7p s
B ememhllr,
when RN gets on the stump in four weeks, everything else will be
sub merge d , so 1£ we want to mak e certain points n ow th at we don't
think RN can make l a ter ! we hay e to g e t s tarted.
These are just some general thoughts. I can p rOv id e s pe c jf jcs
atong some of these line s if necessar y. Wh y donl t pre g et t og e t her
to talk out some of this stuff before we submit a final memo for
decision by h 1gher -up s .

